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In many cell types, asynchronous or synchronous oscillations in the concentration of intracellular
free calcium occur in adjacent cells that are coupled by gap junctions. Such oscillations are believed
to underlie oscillatory intercellular calcium waves in some cell types, and thus it is important to
understand how they occur and are modified by intercellular coupling. Using a previous model of
intracellular calcium oscillations in pancreatic acinar cells, this article explores the effects of
coupling two cells with a simple linear diffusion term. Depending on the concentration of a signal
molecule, inositol~1,4,5!-trisphosphate, coupling two identical cells by diffusion can give rise to
synchronized in-phase oscillations, as well as different-amplitude in-phase oscillations and
same-amplitude antiphase oscillations. Coupling two nonidentical cells leads to more complex
behaviors such as cascades of period doubling and multiply periodic solutions. This study is a first
step towards understanding the role and significance of the diffusion of calcium through gap
junctions in the coordination of oscillatory calcium waves in a variety of cell types. ©2001































maWaves of increased free calcium concentration are one
important mechanism whereby cells can coordinate their
behavior with that of their neighbors, and are seen in a
variety of cell types. Often such waves travel from cell to
cell in an oscillatory manner, thus forming periodic inter-
cellular calcium waves; it is the period of these waves that
is thought to control and coordinate a variety of cellular
processes. The mechanisms underlying such periodic in
tercellular waves are not well understood in any cell type.
Using a model based upon the intracellular calcium dy-
namics of pancreatic acinar cells, we study the behavior
of two oscillating cells that are coupled by the diffusion of
calcium through gap junctions. Using numerical methods
to study the bifurcation structure of the coupled equa-
tions we find that a multitude of periodic behaviors arise,
including in-phase oscillations, anti-phase oscillations
multiply-periodic orbits, and oscillations of different am-
plitudes. Our results provide a basis for the detailed
study of coupled calcium oscillators, a necessary first step
for the understanding of periodic intercellular calcium
waves.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intercellular calcium waves are observed in a variety
cell types1,2 and occur by a variety of mechanisms. In ep
thelial cell cultures, for instance, a mechanically stimula
intercellular calcium wave appears to propagate via the
tercellular diffusion of the messenger inositol~1,4,5!-
trisphosphate (IP3) which releases Ca
21 from the endoplas-




mic reticulum.3 In hepatocytes, oscillatory intercellular Ca21
waves occur in response to vasopressin,4–6 and these appea
to be generated by the coupling of intracellular Ca21
oscillations.7,8 Oscillatory intercellular calcium waves als
occur in the blowfly salivary gland;9 a plausible hypothesis is
that these waves are the result of intercellular coupling
means of the diffusion of Ca21 through gap junctions.
There are, in general, two mechanisms by which os
latory intercellular calcium waves may occur. First, if ea
cell is able to respond to an increase in intracellular calci
~say through gap junctions from a neighboring cell! by the
release of a large amount of additional calcium from inter
stores, then a field of connected cells could form an excita
medium, able to propagate a traveling wave of calcium in
active manner. Then, given a pacemaker cell oscillating w
sufficient amplitude, each oscillation of the pacemaker co
send out a traveling wave, thus resulting in a series of wa
traveling across the field of cells, i.e., an oscillatory interc
lular calcium wave. Such a mechanism is relatively eas
modeled, and has been done so before.10
Second, if each cell is an autonomous oscillator bu
coupled to its neighbors by the diffusion of a signal molec
~either through gap junctions or extracellularly!, then the in-
dividual oscillations can be coordinated by the coupling in
periodic waves that traverse the field of cells. In pancrea
acinar cells and hepatocytes there is very good evidence
each cell is an autonomous oscillator, and the periodic in
cellular waves are the result of this second mechanism.5,6,11
However, although this hypothesis seems plausible, it i
nontrivial matter to demonstrate that, given the known c
parameters and calcium kinetics, diffusion of calciu
through gap junctions can result in a coordinated oscillat
intercellular wave that lasts for many cycles, and exten








































238 Chaos, Vol. 11, No. 1, 2001 M. Bindschadler and J. Sneydover distances that are large with respect to the size o
individual cell.
In this article we do not come anywhere near a comp
resolution of this question, but study instead a more
stricted problem. In order to understand the mechanisms
derlying the propagation of oscillatory intercellular calciu
waves it is necessary first to understand how intercellu
coupling affects the calcium oscillations in each individu
cell. As a first approach to this question, here we study
dynamic behavior of two spatially homogeneous ce
coupled by the diffusion of calcium.
II. THE MODEL EQUATIONS
The intracellular calcium dynamics are described by
model of LeBeauet al.,12 a model that was designed partic
larly to model calcium oscillations in pancreatic acinar ce
Pancreatic acinar cells have a fairly simple spatial arran
ment ~ringed around a central duct!, and the calcium wave
travels from cell to cell around the duct in a characteris
manner.11 Acinar cells are not electrically excitable, and th
calcium causing the increased concentration is released
intracellular stores~the endoplasmic reticulum, or ER!. The
intracellular signal for this release is inositol~1,4,5!-
trisphosphate (IP3), which triggers Ca
21 release by binding
to a calcium channel~the IP3 receptor! on the surface of the
ER. This opens the channel, allowing Ca21 to flow out into
the cytoplasm. Subsequent inactivation of the IP3 receptors
and removal of Ca21 by membrane pumps then reduces t
Ca21 concentration to lower levels. If the IP3 concentration
is in the correct range, it can initiate a repeating cycle
release and uptake of Ca21 from the ER, resulting in Ca21
oscillations.
Our model here is based on a model of the IP3 receptor
which corresponds to the binding diagram in Fig. 1, whereX,
Y, andZ are the three possible states for the receptor, and
rates of interconversion between them are functions of
intracellular calcium concentrationc. X represents the frac
tion of IP3 receptors in the open state at any given time,Y is
the fraction of IP3 receptors in the shut state at any giv
time, andZ is the fraction of IP3 receptors in the inactivate
state at any given time. To simplify the model, we assu
that interconversion between the open and shut states is
compared to the process of receptor inactivation and rec
ery from inactivation. This places an additional constraint
the variables, so that now model behavior is determined
just two variables: calcium concentration~c!, and the fraction
of receptors in either the open or shut states. Lettingh equal
this fraction~i.e.,h5X1Y), the differential equation forh is



























The specific forms used for the rate functions are tak
from Ref. 13, which in turn are based on a modification

















wherep is the IP3 concentration, the main controlling param
eter. We call this the two-state model. Thers, Rs, andks are
constants, with values given in Table I.
We incorporate the above model of the IP3 receptor into
a model for intracellular Ca21 dynamics by assuming tha
Ca21 enters the cell either through the IP3 receptor (Jreceptor)
or through a generic leak (Jleak), and that Ca
21 leaves the
cytoplasm only by being pumped out by Ca21 ATPase





Jleak is defined to be constant,Jpump is modeled as a Hill
equation with Hill coefficient of 2, andJreceptoris just a con-








Jreceptor5kf S phf1~c!f1~c!p1f21~c! D
4
. ~8!
The open probability has the fourth power because the3
receptor is composed of four identical subunits and all of
subunits must be in the open state for the receptor to be o
The major question which we want to address in t
article is what happens when two of the above cellular m
els are coupled together by allowing intracellular Ca21 to
diffuse between them? In order to do this, we modified
differential equation for calcium slightly, so that it has th
following form:
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239Chaos, Vol. 11, No. 1, 2001 A bifurcation analysisdc1
dt
5Jreceptor2Jpump1Jleak1Jdiffusion. ~9!
Note that since there are now two cells, there are two
cium concentrations,c1 andc2 , and two receptor variables
h1 and h2 . We choose to model the diffusion as simply
possible and so we assume the linear form
Jdiffusion5D~c22c1!, ~10!
whereD is a rate constant, with units of 1/time, that acts a
measure of the permeability of the intercellular couplin
This is a similar formulation to that found in more detaile
models of intercellular Ca21 waves.3,14 The equations forh1
andh2 are unchanged from the original equation forh, with
c1 only appearing in the equation forh1 , and c2 only ap-
pearing in the equation forh2 .
A. Summary of the model equations
dc1
dt
































The parameter values used throughout the article are fo
in Table I. Although the use of different functions for thefs
will result in quantitatively different results, it is not clea
how the qualitative nature of the results will be affected.
determine this, one would have to study all the variants
the model in detail, something we have not yet done. F
thermore, there are many other models for intracellular C21
dynamics, many of which show great qualitative similari
but differ in the details. Hence, neither is it clear how o
specific results here will apply to other models. Howev
there are indications that the overall results will remain u
affected, and we shall discuss this in more detail later.
Clearly, this is a very simple way to model the couplin
of cellular oscillators, and will introduce a number of ina
curacies. However, we believe that it is necessary firs
understand this simplest case before more realistic and c
plex scenarios are considered.
III. BEHAVIOR OF TWO IDENTICAL COUPLED CELLS
We examined the behavior of the coupled system
merically, using AUTO15 andxpp, as implemented inxppaut
by B. Ermentrout~http://www.pitt.edu/phase!. As a numeri-
cal check, all stable oscillatory solutions found by AUT
were also found by direct numerical solution withxpp.
Before beginning the analysis of the coupled system














uncoupled cell~i.e.,D50). Figure 2 is a bifurcation diagram
showing the steady states and oscillatory solutions as we
their stability, asp ~the IP3 concentration! is varied. For
small p there is a single stable steady state; then, asp i
increased, two unstable steady states appear in a saddle
~SN! bifurcation. Then the stable fixed point becomes u
stable in a Hopf bifurcation, and combines with the low
unstable steady state to disappear in another SN bifurca
This leaves only the upper unstable fixed point asp contin-
ues to increase. Finally, this fixed point gains stability in
Hopf bifurcation, and remains stable asp continues upward.
The upper Hopf bifurcation is subcritical, but the resulta
branch of unstable periodic orbits turns around in a sad
node of periodics bifurcation, giving rise to a branch
stable periodic orbits, which ends in a homoclinic bifurcati
~HC!. Note also that all long-term behavior of a single c
must show up as possible long-term behavior for our t
identical coupled cells, since ifc15c2 andh15h2 initially,
they will be equal always, and no net diffusion of Ca21 will
take place. This is essentially the same as settingD50,
which just gets us back to the original, uncoupled model
A. Fixed point analysis
The first question we analyzed was what happened to
number and stability of fixed points when the cells we
coupled. The uncoupled cell had one, two, or three fix
points depending on the value of the parameterp ~see Fig. 2!.
We found that two coupled cells could have one, two, thr
five, or nine fixed points, depending on the choices ofp and
D.
For largeD (D.1), diffusion occurs so freely that th
cells are very tightly coupled together, meaning that there
no fixed points wherec1Þc2 . Of course, all double solution
~where c15c2 in the long term! must be solutions for the
uncoupled cell, and therefore, the steady states for the
coupled cell are the same as for the coupled cells with la
D ~see Fig. 2!.
For smaller values ofD, the diagram begins to get mor
complicated. WhenD50.1 s21 there is an additional ring o
unstable steady states which appears in the middle of
S-shaped curve. AsD is decreased, the new ring of stead
FIG. 2. Bifurcation diagram for largeD (D51 s21). This is essentially
identical to the diagram forD50. Branch A is a branch of oscillatory
solutions. In all the figures, a dotted line indicates instability, and a solid
indicates stability. HC denotes a homoclinic bifurcation. Here, and in all





























































240 Chaos, Vol. 11, No. 1, 2001 M. Bindschadler and J. Sneydstates elongates and begins to twist around and become
S-shaped itself~computations not shown!. There is never any
region where there are seven steady states, since the fo
happens at the same value ofp or both the upper and lowe
part of the ring. AsD is decreased still further, the rin
becomes more and more S-shaped, similar to the origin
of the uncoupled cell, until, whenD50, the different
branches of steady states exactly coincide. Figure 3 is a
parameter bifurcation diagram showing the number of ste
states in each region of parameter space.
B. Oscillatory solutions
Coupled identical cells also exhibit complex stable os
latory behavior of several types. Figure 4 shows a serie
bifurcation diagrams for gradually decreasingD. Branches of
oscillatory solutions which are unstable for all values ofD
have been omitted from the figures. For convenience, o
oscillatory branches are labeled, and they are labeled al
betically in the order in which they appear.
Recall that for high values ofD, the coupled cells have
an identical bifurcation diagram to an uncoupled cell~see
Fig. 2!. As D is decreased, a pair of Hopf bifurcations a
pears ~at aroundD50.5 s21) and separate on the cent
branch of the steady-state curve, with an unstable arc of
cillatory solutions linking them~computations not shown!.
As D is decreased further, the Hopf points on branch
continue to slide further apart and the arc between them
pands and bifurcates into at least two different branche
periodic orbits. However, since these bifurcations all g
rise to unstable orbits, we do not consider them in det
Instead, we skip straight toD50.07 as shown in Fig. 4~a!.
At this value of D, branch B has given rise to unstab
branches C and D, and additional branches E and F h
appeared on branch A. Branches F and E have stable
tions. As D is decreased still further@Fig. 4~b!#, branch C
becomes very convoluted~although it remains unstable!, and
the stable parts of branches E and F grow longer. Branc
also begins to extend to the left as branch D begins to b
to meet it. Likewise, branch F begins to extend leftward
branch C begins to bend to meet it. The branches fin
contact one another and reorganize; the key transition is f
FIG. 3. Two-parameter steady-state bifurcation diagram indicating the n




















Fig. 4~b! to Fig. 4~c!. In Fig. 4~c! branches A and B remain
but there are a number of new branches. Branches G an
are formed out of branches D and E; G by the lower parts
D and E, and H by the upper parts of D and E. Branch J
formed from the lower part of branch F and the upper par
branch C, and branch I was born out of the upper part
branch F and the lower part of branch C.
As D is decreased still further, branches H and I beco
smaller and less pronounced, while branch B and branc
approach branch A. Branch G and branch J continue to h
stable portions, and a small stable portion appears
branches I and H right where they meet, and where t
cross branch B. At very small values ofD @see Fig. 4~d!#, a
small portion of branch B becomes stable. Ultimately, atD
50, branches B, H, I, and J all melt into branch A, a
branch G melts into the steady-state branch. This brings
back to a diagram identical to Fig. 2.
1. Synchronized oscillations
The coupled cells exhibit stable, synchronized, in-ph
oscillations at all values ofD, and only along branch A. As
noted above, this was necessarily the case, since cou
cells with identical initial conditions behave as uncoupl
cells. However, it does not necessarily have to be the c
that the stability of the solution is the same as in the sin
cell. In fact, for intermediate values ofD, a small portion of
branch A which is stable in the uncoupled cell becomes
stable in the coupled cells. This can be seen in the differe
between Fig. 2 and Fig. 4~d!. In Fig. 2, branch A becomes
stable right at its limit point, whereas in Fig. 4~d!, branch A
clearly does not become stable until well above its lim
point. Hence the uncoupled stability is not a good predic
of coupled stability. This is discussed further below~see Fig.
6!.
2. Different-amplitude nearly in-phase oscillations
Figure 5~a! shows a few cycles of this type of behavio
This solution has large amplitude oscillations for one ce
and small amplitude oscillations for the other, with the sm
amplitude cell leading the larger one by about 15 degre
Remember that since the cells are identical, either cell ca
the one with the large amplitude oscillation. This type
behavior is present in Fig. 4. In Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, the large
amplitude oscillation is found on the stable part of branch
and the small amplitude oscillation is found on the sta
part of branch E. In Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!, the large amplitude
oscillation is found on the stable part of branch J and
small amplitude oscillation is found on the stable part
branch G.
3. Same-amplitude antiphase oscillations
For a small range ofp and D values, the coupled cells
also exhibited same amplitude antiphase oscillations@see
Fig. 5~b!#. This behavior corresponds to the stable part
branch B in Fig. 4~d!.
-









oint4. Different-amplitude antiphase oscillations
The stable branches splitting off the same amplitude
tiphase oscillations@branches H and I in Fig. 4~d!# are slight
deformations of them, where the oscillations are still a
tiphase, but one of the cells oscillates slightly higher, and
other oscillates slightly lower, so that they have differe
amplitudes. The higher amplitude oscillation is on branch
the lower on branch H.
C. A two-parameter diagram
In Fig. 6 we summarize the important behaviors in t
previous figures, by plotting the positions of the importa






branch A~i.e., the saddle node of periodic bifurcation!, and
HB denotes the position of the Hopf bifurcation at whic
branch A first appears.
Note that there are four curves~labeled 1 to 4!, each with
an upper and a lower branch.
1. Curve 1
Curve 1 shows the position of the two bifurcation poin
at which branches F and E first appear~ t D'0.09). AsD
decreases, the loop of unstable steady states formed
branches F and E expands, with the upper bifurcation p
moving up, the lower one moving down. WhenD'0.07, the








































242 Chaos, Vol. 11, No. 1, 2001 M. Bindschadler and J. SneydFig. 4~a!#, but then, asD decreases further, the upper bifu
cation point continues to move around branch A. This can
seen clearly in Fig. 6, as the upper branch of curve 1 initia
moves up~asD decreases!, merges briefly with the LP line
but then moves down again. AsD→0, the upper branch o
FIG. 5. ~a! Calcium oscillations from branch J of Fig. 4~d!, D50.01 s21,
p50.2778 mM. ~b! Calcium oscillations from branch B of Fig. 4~d!, D
50.01 s21, p50.2778 mM.
FIG. 6. Two-parameter bifurcation diagram showing the positions of
major bifurcations as functions ofp andD.e
y
curve 1 merges with the lower branch of curve 3~at the point
labeled L in Fig. 6!, while the lower branch of curve 1
merges with the Hopf bifurcation, HB.
Consider the region marked DS in Fig. 6, i.e., the reg
to the left ofD'0.07, and forp between LP and the uppe
branch of curve 1. In region DS, same-amplitude, in-ph
oscillations are unstable. In the uncoupled case sa
amplitude, in-phase oscillations are always stable whenp is
less than LP, and thus the region DS corresponds to va
for D andp such that the coupling has destabilized an os
latory solution.
2. Curve 2
Curve 2 shows the positions of the bifurcations that d
note the upper and lower limits of the stable portion of o
cillatory branch F@and E; see Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#. As D
decreases, the upper branch of curve 2 merges with
while the lower branch merges with HB. Thus, for any giv
value ofD, if p lies between the upper and lower branches
curve 2, then stable different-amplitude in-phase oscillatio
exist.
3. Curve 3
Curve 3 shows the positions of the bifurcations that d
note the upper and lower limits of the stable portion of o
cillatory branch B@see Fig. 4~d!#. Thus, for any given value
of D, if p lies between the upper and lower branches of cu
3, then stable same-amplitude anti-phase oscillations e
Note that, asD→0, the upper branch of curve 3 tends to L
while the lower branch merges with the upper branch
curve 1, at point L.
4. Curve 4
Curve 4 shows the positions of the bifurcations that d
note the upper and lower limits of the stable portion of o
cillatory branch H@see Fig. 4~b!#. Thus, for any given value
of D, if p lies between the upper and lower branches of cu
4, then stable different-amplitude anti-phase oscillations
ist. Curve 4 exists for only a very narrow range of values
p andD.
The most interesting result to appear from this tw
parameter bifurcation diagram is the behavior of the mo
for infinitesimally small coupling. WhenD50 we have
stable same-amplitude oscillations for allp ess than LP~at
least until they disappear in the homoclinic bifurcation
much lower values ofp, as shown in Fig. 2!. Because of the
absence of coupling, these oscillations can have an arbit
phase difference. However, as soon asD increases from 0,
this structure breaks down and only a selection of poss
periodic orbits remains stable. Ifp is less than HB, only
same-amplitude in-phase orbits remain stable. Ifp is between
HB and L, then same-amplitude in-phase orbits are s
stable, but different-amplitude nearly-in-phase oscillatio
are also stable. Finally, ifp is between L and LP the same
amplitude in-phase orbits have lost stability, while differen
amplitude in-phase oscillations, or same-amplitude a
phase oscillations are now stable. Which one is fina
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In reality one could never observe two coupled identi
cells, and thus it is of much greater physiological importan
to understand the behavior of coupled nonidentical cells
turns out that if the two cells are almost identical, all of t
above behaviors persist, and that as the differences bec
greater more complex behaviors appear.
To model nonidentical cells we chose to vary the para
eterkf . This corresponds to cells with different densities
IP3 receptors, a situation that is well known to occur expe
mentally. Thus, for cell 1 we keepkf 1528mM s
21, while
for cell 2 we let kf 2 take a range of values, from 27.9
24mM s21.
A. Almost identical cells
First we consider the casekf 2527.9mM s
21, i.e., cell 2
is almost identical to cell 1. In Fig. 7 we plot bifurcatio
diagrams for the caseD50.01 s21; c1 againstp in the upper
panel, andc2 againstp in the lower. These diagrams shou
be compared to that in Fig. 4~d!, which is the corresponding
diagram for the case of identical cells.
FIG. 7. Bifurcation diagrams for two similar but nonidentical cells (kf 1
528mM s21, kf 2527.9mM s
21, D50.01 s21). The upper panel plotsc1
againstp, the lower panel plotsc2 againstp. Unstable branches of stead
states are denoted by dashed lines. Unstable branches of periodic orb
denoted by dotted lines. HB1 and HB2 denote two Hopf bifurcations.







Just as in the case of identical cells, there are two H
bifurcations~HB1 and HB2! along the curve of steady state
Each of these Hopf bifurcations gives rise to a branch
periodic orbits. The branch arising from HB1 forms a lar
loop, and has two stable portions, labeled B and C, resp
tively. The branch arising from HB2 gives rise to the stab
periodic orbits labeled D. Note that branch C of stable pe
odic orbits is small, and not easy to see in the figure. Ho
ever, its existence is easily confirmed by direct numeri
solution.
Branch B of periodic orbits corresponds to differen
amplitude in-phase oscillations, withc1 oscillating with a
large amplitude, andc2 oscillating with a small amplitude
Similarly, branch D corresponds to different-amplitude i
phase oscillations, withc1 oscillating with a small amplitude
and c2 oscillating with a large amplitude. These period
solutions are analogous to the stable portions of branch
and G in Fig. 4~d!.
Branch C corresponds to same-amplitude anti-phase
cillations, and is analogous to branches H and I in Fig. 4~d!.
Although the same kinds of stable oscillations appea
both Fig. 4~d! and Fig. 7~i.e., when the cells are either iden
tical or only slightly different!, it is interesting to note tha
the bifurcation diagrams have qualitatively different stru
tures. First, when the cells are not identical, branch A~cor-
responding to in-phase same-amplitude oscillations! forms a
closed isolated loop that is separated from the other bran
of the diagram; such a loop is called anisola. Furthermore,
in Fig. 7 a second loop is formed by the branch of orb
arising at HB1. One can see that, by joining the loop and
isola, one can reconstruct the structure of the bifurcation d
gram in Fig. 4~d!. Hence, by making the cells nonidentica
the structure of the bifurcation diagram has been ‘‘pull
apart,’’ resulting in an isola and a separate loop.
B. Less similar cells
When we decreasekf 2 to 24.0mM s
21 most of the same
overall behaviors persist, but more complex behaviors a
appear~Fig. 8!. It is useful to note that whenp50.27mM the
ratio of the periods of the two coupled cells is now 1.3
Although this ratio varies withp, it is still a useful measure
of the extent of similarity between the cells.
Whenkf 2524mM s
21 the most obvious type of oscilla
tion that has been lost is the same-amplitude anti-phase
cillation ~on branch C in Fig. 7!; this disappears by the tim
kf 2 has been decreased to 27.0mM s
21. When kf 2
524mM s21 there are three branches of stable periodic
bits, labeled A, B, and C. Branch C corresponds to perio
orbits in which cell 1 is oscillating with a large amplitude
and cell 2 with a small amplitude. In other words, durin
each oscillation of cell 1, a small amount of Ca21 ‘‘leaks
through’’ to cell 2, thus driving a small-amplitude oscillatio
in the coupled cell.~Becausekf 2524mM s
21, an isolated
cell 2 is not capable of generating spontaneous oscillation
such low values forp.! Branch A is just the converse of this
spontaneous oscillations in cell 2 leak through to drive sm
amplitude oscillations in cell 1.


































244 Chaos, Vol. 11, No. 1, 2001 M. Bindschadler and J. Sneydphase-locked oscillations, in which each cell oscillates w
large amplitude. The isola of Fig. 7 has now shrunk cons
erably, resulting in a smaller range of values forp that give
rise to phase-locked similar-amplitude oscillations.
On branch C there is also a cascade of period-doub
bifurcations, at which more complex solutions arise. T
lower panel of Fig. 8 shows a blow-up of the bifurcatio
structure around the lower period-doubling bifurcatio
Branch D corresponds to period-2 orbits that wind tw
around the steady-state before repeating, and it itself un
goes further period-doubling bifurcations to give yet mo
complicated orbits. We did not trace the bifurcation struct
past the first two period-doubling bifurcations. A selection
multiply-periodic orbits is shown in Fig. 9, for increasin
values ofp. As p is increased, the phase-locked differen
amplitude periodic orbits bifurcate to period-2 orbits~i.e., on
branch D!. @See Fig. 9~a!#. Further increases inp lead to
period-3 and period-4 orbits@Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!#. Whenp is
increased still further, the orbit falls on to the isola of pha
locked similar-amplitude orbits.
If we fix p50.27 mM and vary D, a similar picture
emerges~computations not shown!. As D increases to 0.07
the isola ~branch B of Fig. 8! merges with the branch o
unstable periodic orbits, and expands in size. AsD decreases
trajectories lose phase-locking, and the phase of cell 2 s
FIG. 8. Bifurcation diagrams for two nonidentical cells (kf 1528mM s
21,
kf 2524mM s
21, D50.05 s21). The upper panel plotsc1 againstp, the
lower panel shows a detail of the bifurcation diagram around PD1. HB1
HB2 denote two Hopf bifurcations. PD denotes a period doubling bifur
tion. Unstable branches of steady states are denoted by dashed lines











to drift, as is commonly seen in other coupled oscillato
systems. AtD50, of course, the phases of the two cells a
independent.
V. DISCUSSION
For a small range of parameter values, coupled ident
cells can exhibit a wide variety of behaviors. For examp
when p50.2778mM and D50.01 s21, each cell can settle
into a stable steady state, oscillate in synchrony with
other cell, oscillate in antiphase with the other cell, unde
large oscillations in intracellular Ca21 while the other cell
undergoes small oscillations in intracellular Ca21, or un-
dergo small oscillations in Ca21 while the other cell under-
goes large oscillations in Ca21, and all of these behaviors ar
stable. For largeD, the cells are locked in step and behave
one uncoupled cell. AsD is decreased, more complex beha




FIG. 9. Plots ofc1 andc2 as functions of time, for increasing values ofp.





































































































245Chaos, Vol. 11, No. 1, 2001 A bifurcation analysisphase oscillations, then slightly different amplitude antiph
oscillations, and finally antiphase oscillations. These beh
iors only disappear asD reaches zero, uncoupling the cell
When the cells are similar, but not identical, other co
plex behaviors, such as multiply-periodic orbits, appe
However, cellular heterogeneity quickly destroys the sta
ity of the antiphase solutions; at realistic levels of intercel
lar heterogeneity the only physiologically significant so
tions are the in-phase similar-amplitude solutions, the
phase different-amplitude solutions, or a variety of multip
periodic solutions. Note that there is a wide range of val
for p such that the only stable periodic solutions are multi
periodic~i.e., between branches B and C of Fig. 8! and thus
we would expect to observe such solutions experimenta
We performed large numbers of simulations using arbitr
values ofp in this range; although the solutions often look
chaotic, we made no attempt to distinguish between t
chaos or just a multiply-periodic solution of high period.
Our model is highly simplified, having no spatial depe
dence within each cell. It is not yet clear how such spa
dependencies will affect the results. However, it is w
known that calcium oscillations often do not occur in a sp
tially homogeneous manner, but instead take the form
oscillatory intracellular waves. The theory of periodic wav
in an oscillatory medium has been studied by a numbe
authors, most notably Ref. 16, who showed that the grad
of the phase in such a system obeys Burger’s equat
Hence, a more physiologically realistic model of tw
coupled calcium oscillators would involve the coupling
two regions, each with underlying oscillatory kinetics, so
to obtain two coupled Burger’s equations for the phase g
dient. We leave discussion of this more detailed model
future work, noting only that the present results are a nec
sary preliminary to this more detailed study. Oscillato
waves also occur within single cells, particularly ones
large as theXenopusoocyte,17 and these waves have bee
modeled in detail.18–20It appears that in some circumstanc
the phase of these waves obeys Burger’s equation, as
dicted by Neu, and that the oscillatory kinetics can give r
to unstable spiral waves and spatio-temporal chaos. H
ever, our understanding of these waves, although some
more advanced, is still incomplete. The complexity cau
by the intercellular boundaries makes the intercellular w
problem very much more difficult.
To date there have been two major studies of coup
calcium oscillators and their relationship to periodic interc
lular calcium waves, both in hepatocytes.7,8 Both of these
studies use a cellular model very similar to the one u
here, relying upon sequential activation and inactivation
the IP3 receptor by Ca
21 to generate Ca21 oscillations, al-
though the precise details differ. Dupontet al.8 showed nu-
merically that if one assumes a gradient of agonist rece
density, and then couples a line of~ therwise identical! cells
by the diffusion of either Ca21 or IP3 through gap junctions
one can obtain periodic intercellular waves similar to tho
seen experimentally. By comparing their theoretical res
to their experimental data they predicted that diffusion of3
through gap junctions was a more plausible mechanism









































mechanism than that used in this article~as we assume that i
is Ca21 that moves between cells!. If IP3 is assumed to be
the diffusing messenger, then the oscillations in each cell
effectively uncoupled~as IP3 plays no dynamic role in the
oscillatory mechanism!. Thus, in the model of Dupontet al.,
each cellular oscillator has no direct effect upon its neig
bors, and the coupling arises from the equilibration of I3
over multiple cells. The study of Ho¨fer7 differs from that of
Dupontet al. in that he assumes that the cells are coupled
the diffusion of Ca21 through gap junctions, and he assum
greater intercellular heterogeneity. Ho¨fer concludes that cou
pling by the diffusion of Ca21 can indeed synchronize he
erogeneous cells, and studies the types of oscillations
can occur as the coupling strength changes. His conclu
that stable asynchronous solutions are destroyed by s
heterogeneities is consistent with our results. Although sta
asynchronous solutions still exist whenkf 2527.9mM s
21
~branch C in Fig. 7!, they seem to have disappeared bykf 2
527mM s21. In other respects also, our results are cons
tent with those of Ho¨fer. For instance, Ho¨fer shows the ex-
istence of phase locking, harmonic locking, and phase d
ing, all of which we observe also. As the intercellul
coupling is decreased, or as intercellular heterogeneity is
creased, phase-locked solutions lose synchrony, as we
Höfer have found. These similarities are to be expected
coupled oscillators tend to have similar generic behavio
irrespective of the exact model used to model the individ
oscillators. However, Ho¨fer’s conclusion that it is Ca21, not
IP3 , that synchronizes periodic intercellular waves in hep
tocytes differs from the results of Dupontet al.One can only
conclude that we still do not know the mechanisms unde
ing such periodic intercellular waves; only further work c
resolve these differences.
Lines of coupled oscillators with a phase gradient ha
been studied, among others, by Ermentrout and Kope21
who found that although phase-locked waves do not exis
general, the phases can be locked in an average sen
phenomenon called ‘‘phase trapping.’’ However, they us
much simpler models than the ones discussed here, and
well their results carry over to more complex models is n
clear. Presumably, many qualitative features will remain
changed. Second, their results relied on the existence
frequency gradient along the line of coupled cells. Althou
Tordjmannet al.6 have postulated exactly such a frequen
gradient in hepatocytes~as used in the modeling work o
Ref. 8!, there is no evidence for such a gradient in a ring
pancreatic acinar cells. Finally, Ermentrout and Kopell
sumed that each cell was a point oscillator, with no spa
structure, an assumption that is not true for coupled calc
oscillators.
The theory of coupled oscillators has played a major r
in the study of many biological systems, particularly t
heart and the gastrointestinal tract~see Refs. 22 and 23 fo
discussion and further references!, or on a more macroscopi
level, circadian rhythms. All the qualitative behavior d
scribed in this article has been seen previously in other s
tems. For instance, in-phase and antiphase solutions
known for coupled equations of Hodgkin-Huxley o




















































246 Chaos, Vol. 11, No. 1, 2001 M. Bindschadler and J. Sneydtors acting as model of the circadian pacemaker.26 Models of
coupled bursters such as the pancreaticb- ell have also been
observed to sustain oscillations of different amplitudes,
well as in-phase and antiphase oscillations.27 That largeD
leads to synchronization has been shown by Ref. 28, w
the coexistence of multiple stable oscillations of differe
types has been shown in an enzyme system.29 A more gen-
eral analysis of linearly coupled oscillators has been p
formed in Ref. 30, and Ref. 31 performed a detailed anal
cal and numerical study of coupled systems that are clos
a supercritical Hopf bifurcation. However, none of the
studies answers the specific question that we ask here, th
how intracellular calcium oscillators might be expected
behave when coupled. To answer this question, and to h
an answer mean something physiologically, it is necessar
study more specific models in greater detail.
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